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+ type system

**Compilation**

smart contract for public blockchain
contract MedStats {
    address hospital;
    uint count;
    mapping(address => bool) risk;
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    }
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        count = count + (r ? 1 : 0);
    }
}
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Idea: `datatype@owner`
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```solidity
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Type of compound expressions is conservative
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Sometimes, static analysis is required
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```javascript
function record(bool@me r) {
    require(hospital == me);
    count = count + (r ? 1 : 0);
}

function record(bin r, bin z, bin p) {
    require(hospital == me);
    bin old = count; count = z;
    verify(p, z, r, old, pk(me));
}
```
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I know $sk$ such that

$$old + (r ? 1 : 0)$$

**Compilation Example**

```plaintext
function record(bool@me r) {
  require(hospital == me);
  count = count + (r ? 1 : 0);
}
```

```plaintext
private function record(bin r, bin z, bin p) {
  require(hospital == me);
  bin old = count; count = z;
  verify(p, z, r, old, pk(me));
}
```

```plaintext
public function record(bool@me r) {
  require(hospital == me);
}
```
I know sk such that

\[
\text{old} + (\text{r} ? 1 : 0) \\
\text{dec(old, sk)} + (\text{dec(r, sk)} ? 1 : 0)
\]
I know \( sk \) such that

\[
    \text{old} + (r ? 1 : 0) \\
    \text{dec(old, sk)} + (\text{dec(r, sk)} ? 1 : 0) \\
    z == \text{enc(dec(old, sk)} + (\text{dec(r, sk)? 1 : 0), pk(me))
\]
Compilation

Figure 5: Overview of zkay transformations. We write $e$ at $a$ to indicate that $a$ has privacy type $e$. The symbol $\alpha$ denotes a fresh variable.
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